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CURRENT INVESTIGATIONS.
Creation Science Summer Institute Report.
University of New South Wales
January 6-11, 1986
In December 1985 I attended a scientific conference in New Zealand. There
were 45 speakers, each with a time
limit of 25 minutes. There were lots of
fresh faces, novel facts and new ideas.
It was a stimulating and productive experience. Four weeks later I went to
the 1986 Creation Science Summer Institute, a creationist symposium staged at
Round-House, University of New
the
(Creation
Wales, by the CSF
South
Science Foundation, Brisbane). There
were 10 speakers, each of whom droned
on for an average of five and a half
hours. All the faces looked depressingly familiar. And all I heard were battered old fallacies about the iniquities
of evolution, the _second law of thermodynamics, the unreliability of radiometric dating, and so on •.• ad nauseum.
Looking back through my notes I can
find very few points that could justifiably be described as the "highlights"
of the meeting. Overall it struck me as
a drab and repetitive affair, with scientific and intellectual bankruptcies
paraded in the guise of Christian virtues. In the Melbourne Age for January
4th the organizers claimed to be expecting an attendance of 500 for the day
sessions and as many as 1000 for the
evening presentations. In fact the audience rarely exceeded 200, and on many
occasions it was far smaller. Threequarters of the auditorium had been
roped off, so that those who did attend
were obliged to pack themselves in at
the front - no doubt for the benefit of
artful camera-work in forthcoming prop<'.ganda.
The meeting began with the unveiling
of two glittering stars who had been
as guest speakers - Duane
invited
T. Gish, PhD (Associate Director of the
Institute for Creation Research, San
Diego), and John D. Morris, PhD (son of
Henry, no less). Gish confessed that he
was dee-lighted to be here in Aaahstralia and expressed his hope that the
meeting would generate a noo perspectto be disappointed.)
(He was
ive.
Morris was afflicted by a sore throat
and regretted that he wouldn't be able
to "interact" too much. Nevertheless he
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by Tony Thulborn
managed to croak out a blessing for the
assembled audience.
The "keynote address" (sic), titled
"Creation/Evolution, the War Intensifies", was then presented by Mr Ken Ham.
Those who have enjoyed (or suffered)
the preaching of Mr Ham will be familiar with his machine-gun style of delivery. Those who aren't familiar with
it should obtain one of his frenzied
editorials from the Creation Science
Prayer News and proceed to read it
'iloud twelve times without pausing for
breath. That will give you a good idea
of the style. It will also give you a
perfect summary of the content. Seventy-five minutes later, after a gasp for
air, Ham wound up with a plea for members of the audience to buy the piles
of books that were on sale at the rear
of the hall. He suggested that they
might like to buy them "super-market
style" , by the boxful. Similar exhortations to buy the books were issued at
the end of most sessions and were even
interjected, rather obscenely, into the
I must report
middle of some lectures.
that this advertising campaign didn't
seem to be tremendously successful.
Ham was followed by Mr John Mackay
("Evolution is Not Science"), whose
delivery was nothing more than a rehash of bits and pieces from the pages
of Ex Nihilo. Mackay also wound up trying to sell books and, as before, there
was no opportunity for questions.
presentation by Gish
The evening
("Evolution - The Fossils Say No!") was
plainly intended to be a spectacular
event. The auditorium was in darkness,
with a single spotlight trained on the
dbninutive guru. Not quite up to the
standards of the 1934 Nuremberg Rally,
but a passable imitation thereof. Gish
looked tired. He also sounded tired,
struggling to inject any enthusiasm
whatsoever into what was plainly a
hackneyed old lecture. Large sections
of his talk seemed to have been lifted
rook of similar
verbatim from his
title. And, predictably, he avoided any
detailed mention of those fossils that
might conceivably say "Yes" to evolution. Seymouriamorphs (amphibian/reptile
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intermediates) didn't get a mention,
while therapsids (mammal-like reptiles)
and Archaeopteryx (the famous link between reptiles and birds) were dismissed out of hand. Gish provided practically nothing in the way of hard scientific facts or figures but contented
himself with reading aloud a series of
generalizations (his ''documentation")
culled from the secondary literature.
Then, without having produced a single
shred of positive evidence, he summed
up by saying that there was "tremendous" scientific support for creation.
This was received with a fair ripple of
applause, though by no stretch of the
imagination could it be called rapturous acclaim.
_..7'

Gish volunteered to answer questions, and Mackay dutifully obliged by
soliciting
some from the audience.
There were two trivial questions: one
about the availability of a book mentioned by Gish, and the other about
"reversals" in the fossil record. By
dint of jumping up and down and flapping my arms I was allowed to ask the
third question. I asked Gish to substantiate his claim that the wing of
Archaeopteryx was ''tYJ?ically bird-like
in structure". He re-read his "documentation" aloud. I pointed out that this
was merely someone else's conclusion and not the scientific evidence underlying that conclusion. Again I asked
Gish to specify the anatomical features

supporting his statement, whereupon I
would refute them one by one. Gish
looked perplexed, as did the audience.
Alright, I said, does Archaeopteryx
have a carpometacarpus? Gish was even
more mystified. So, I explained that
modern birds have the wrist and palm
bones fused into a rigid framework
(carpometacarpus)
that prevents the
wing-tip from
collapsing under the
stress of flying. That's a "typical"
feature of the bird wing ••• Does Archaeopteryx have it? Gish tried to bluff.
He read, yet again, his "documentation"
and said that, as he understood it, if
Archaeopteryx has a typically avian
wing it must have a carpometaca~

Trying not to laugh I cited three
modern scientific studies to the effect
that it certainly does not possess such
a structure. (Gish, ofcourse, wasn't
aware of this because his "documentation" referred only to the feathers and
not to the other structures of the
Archaeopteryx wing,
such as bones,
muscles,
tendons, and claws.) Gish
started blustering and Mackay ~ried
"Enough ••• we don'twant to dwell on
details!"
By this time I had thrown caution to
the winds and had advanced on to the
stage, where I planted myself between
Gish and Mackay and continued to ask a
series of awkward questions about the

/

continued
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anatomy of Archaeopteryx. The audience
was stunned. I kept on asking specific
questions and kept on pressing Gish to
provide specific answers. Meanwhile he
was rooting
around in a sheaf of
papers, searching desperately for some
appropriate "documentation". On hearing
one of my questions he looked up in
puzzlement and said, "I've never heard .
of that". When it became clear to
everyone that Gish couldn't provide any
answers I gave up in disgust and went
back to my seat.
The audience was visibly shaken. So
was Gish. So was I. Several people
insisted that I should meet him in
order to settle our differences of
opinion in private. I refused, saying
that the facts should be brought out in
the open, so that the audience could
judge for themselves. Nevertheless I
did come face to face with the quivering Gish as he was leaving the auditorium. He didn't want to discuss Archae?Pteryx.
Instead he trumpeted "You
can't demonstrate a step-by-step transformation of single-celled creatures to
higher and more complicated organisms!"
He then stumbled off into the darkness.
On Tuesday I went to the first presentation
by
Morris:
"Answers to
Critics of the Paluxy River Footprints
(Technical)". The Paluxy River footprints
for those in the dark are
alleged to be human footprints preserved alongside the 120 million year-old
tracks of dinosaurs. Morris began by
showing a slide depicting a piece of
rock with a hole in it. He then asked
the audience for an opinion. "It's a
footprint" they chorused in kindergarten style. Tne lecture was dreadfully
disappointing. Morris merely read aloud
sections of his book on the subject
("Tracking those incredible dinosaurs
and the people who knew them",
1980),
showing appropriate illustrations and
adding incidental remarks. His "Answers
to Critics" didn't exactly reek of
Christian charity. Let me quote two
examples:
1. "Milne and Schafersman accused
me of being a crook, of being a con-man ••• they deliberately printed the
picture
(of an alleged footprint) upside-down and then charged me with
fraud".
2.
"All
of his (Bridgstock' s)
charges have no basis. Either he can't
read or he can't think.''
the SKEPTIC

Right at the end Morris made a startling confession. He admitted
that
there was no scientifically acceptable
evidence of human footprints in the
Paluxy limestone. He also announced
that this verdict has been published
(Impact, No 15l, 1986) and that the
creationist
film Footprints in Stone
will be withdrawn from circulation, at
least temporarily.
What caused Morris to change his
mind? Well, it seems that some of the
best "man-tracks" in the Paluxy River
have now been weathered to such a
degree that their true nature is becoming embarrassingly obvious: the vague
elliptical markings heralded as human
footprints have gradually
weathered
into the
unmistakable outlines
of
three-toed dinosaur tracks! Morris confessed astonishment that the clarity of
fossil footprints could improve, rather
than deteriorate, as a consequence of
natural weathering. This fact is commonplace to professional palaeontologists
but was obviously unknown to
Morris, who suspected that crops of
fanatical anti-creationists had been
deliberately defacing the hallowed evidence of the man-tracks.
In view of his unprecedented retraction it was understandable that Morris
should have cancelled his follow-up
lecture titled "I've seen Dinosaur and
Human Footprints Together". His place
on stage was taken by Gish, who launched into time-worn harangues about apemen and dinosaurs. Gish 1 s lecture material was positively antediluvian: he
spewed forth hoary old references to
the literature of the 1950s and even
resorted
to those
long-discredited
tales about the bombardier beetle.
On
Tuesday afternoon
the CSF's
amazing
geologist,
Andrew
Snelling, explained "The Biblical Basis
of Geology". This was truly a colourless and
lack-lustre event wherein
Snelling tried to re-instate the Flood
Geology that was abandoned centuries
ago by discriminating geologists. In
effect Snelling gave a literal reading
of scripture, with various geological
phenomena being twisted (or invented)
to fit the story. It was a thoroughly
depressing experience, though Gish sat
to attention all the way through and
actually seemed to enjoy it.
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On the Wednesday morning Ham, Mackay
and Snelling joined forces to provide
"Answers to the Skeptics Criticisms of
Creation Science".
Ham started off
quite predictably . by branding all and
critics as "anti-creationists".
any
Mackay then took over to pour scorn on
the "emotionalism", "prejudices" and
"preconceptions"
of
such
infernal
creatures.
After this uncharitable invective
Mackay turned his attention to those
mischievous allegations of errors and
misrepresentations in the CSF's Quote ·Book. He pleaded "guilty to making lots
of trivial errors", but claimed, in extenuation, that "so
does
everyone
else". He then side-stepped the issue
by maintaining that even if only a
small fraction of the Quote Book were
true then "evolution is in a terrible
mess".
After a string of generalizations
and disclaimers Mackay handed over to
Snelling, who
explained that there
wasn't time to answer all the claims of
the critics, but that he'd look at four
examples. In all four examples he attempted to wriggle out by adding further quotes ••• in order to plead that
the Quote Book actually did convey the
real
intentions
of
the
original
authors. Snelling then handed back to
Mackay who promptly succumbed to the
classic symptoms of the Galileo syndrome: "Some of us are losing our jobs
because of our creationist beliefs.''
"We creationists have no right
of
reply." "They are attacking our credentials, claiming that we're not real
scientists." "Skeptics plan to infiltrate believers' groups."! "All this
mud-slinging in the press, attacking
our finances, will blow up in their
faces." In response to comments about
the
unusual editorial practices of
Ex Nihilo, Mackay stated, "I don't have
a great deal of respect for peer review." He finished off on a note of
martydom, affirming that the creationists would go on undaunted, come hell
or high water
(or skeptics), because
they knew they were RIGHT.
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Two sessions were given over to
"Questions and Answers". There were
plenty
of
trivial questions, with
equally trivial answers. Like other
parts of the programme these sessions
were of abysmally poor quality - though
I must admit that I only attended those
presentations that promised (or threatened) to have some scientific content.
Rather than try to summarize the rest
of the proceedings I'll leave you with
a few selected remarks.
The Bible has never taught male
superiority (K.Ham).
Setterfield's
theory
is gaining
popularity in
astrophysical circles
(J .Morris) •
Why was Adam created with nipples?
Because Eve would need them (J.Mackay).
Continental drift is used purely to
substantiate
evolutionary
theory
(K.Ham).
I challenge any evolutionist to document the origin of whales from cows
(D.Gish).
These criticisms are based on emotionalism ••• Bridgstock, of course, is
notorious for this (J.Mackay).
This is an emotional issue. I am so
baffled by this ••• I lose a lot sleep
over it. It's like sticking a knife
into myself (J.Morris)
How sad that we're being taught what
to think ••• and not how to think
(J .Mackay) •
Our thinking, whatever our area is,
must
start
with
God's
word
(R.Snelling) •
Before leaving I cornered Ken Ham,
Director of the CSF, and verified that
Gish would be visiting Brisbane in the
following week. Ham also confirmed that
Gish was prepared to debate with anyone
on the creation/evolution controversy.
So I promptly offered a challenge for
Gish to debate with me in Brisbane, the
subject being "The scientific evidence
of fossils - evolution or creation?" My
challenge was declined, on the grounds
that Gish would be visiting Brisbane
purely for "a holiday". He probably
needed it.
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A Skeptical View of Creative Abundance.
by William Grey
Stuart Wilde is a self-styled
metaphysician who claims to have discovered
a way to blend ancient wisdom with
modern technology, to teach you how to
create more money in your life. Denise
Linn is a reincarnationist who claims
to connect you with your past lives to
make you more "abundant" in this one.
They toured Australia in November
1985 under the auspices of International Health Promotions, presenting seminars in Canberra, Melbourne and Sydney.
Canberra provided the team with its
warm-up opportunity.
Wilde and Linn appeared on the local
ABC "Morning Show" (hosted by Wendy
Wicks) on Friday 1st November. Linn explained that she had become interested
in previous incarnations, and realised
their value as a resource for abundance, as a result of a visionary "near
death experience" which led her to radically alter her views about reality.
Wilde's account of his discovery of
the secret of "creative abundance" was
a little different. Having made a fortune in the rag trade in Carnaby Street
in the sixties he became filled with
the emptiness of material success, and
set out to discover deeper truths about
the meaning of our existence.
The truth he discovered after his
long search seemed very close to the
starting point of his disillusion. The
secret to life lies in making pots of
money, indeed in persuading people to
give you as much of it as possible. But
it is important not to feel the least
guilty about it.
Twenty years ago Wilde made a fortune and felt terrible. Now he is making
a fortune and feels terrific. As long
as you approach people in the right
fashion, Wilde suggested, they will
just love to make you rich.
His faith seemed amply justified.
Two days later about 120 people each
paid $20 to hear his contradictory
blend of Taoist philosophy and North
American materialism.
Reincarnation presents a
lot of
problems, and I posed the following for
Linn on Wendy Wicks' program. Three
hundred years ago the population was
about one-eighth its present size. So
there were just not enough people in
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the comparatively recent past for everybody alive today to have been.
Linn was puzzled by this problem
(which had not occurred to her before),
but Wilde came to her rescue, suggesting that "other dimensions" provided a
convenient source of disembodied souls
to resolve the difficulty.
(This is
patently an ad hoe artificial manoeuvre . Reincarnation claims made subsequently by participants in Wilde and
Linn's seminar were invariably claims
about prior existence in this world: no
one reported a previous incarnation in
another dimension.)
The Canberra seminar presented by
Wilde and Linn (on Sunday 3rd November)
was slick, polished and delivered with
enthusiasm and panache. Linn conducted
tbe morning session
and Wilde the
afternoon.
Problems about reincarnation were
swept aside by Linn as she explained
that we are spirits whose purpose is to
return bodily again
and again "to
polish the jewel" which we essentially
are. Linn suggested that many of our
hang-ups are the product of difficulties experienced in previous incarnations. Coming to terms with what we were
is (she claimed) a means of coming to
accept what we are. To relive is to
relieve.
Linn's presentation concluded with
an exercise to bring the seminar participants in touch with their previous
lives. After a "deep relaxation" preliminary, everyone was invited to imagine themselves at twenty years, at ten,
at five, at six months, then back to
birth and the womb. And then beyond.
For this participant the nature of
the imaginative task changed radically
as the exercise
progressed. I can
recollect, albeit vaguely, five-yearold experiences. Prior to that, however, I found myself wholly dependent
on old family photo albums, and reports
derived from memories other than my

own.
Linn appeared to be aware of this
problem. If nothing "came to mind" participants were invited to "pretend,
create, imagine" experiences. With a
generous range of cues about the kinds
of experiences that others had reported
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(World War II pilots, pilgrims, Chinese
peasants) we were provided with a helpful delineation of the scope of the
imaginative exercise.
The participants in this fantasy
exercise of imagining a possible past
quite happy to accept
life appeared
their inventions as genuine reports of
We were, in
previous incarnations.
effect, asked to invent a past life and
as
the invention
to accept
then
reality.
There were plenty of grounds for
doubting the truth of the reports. For
one thing there were plenty of anachronisms. ("Roman soldiers", for example,
having lived in
reported
solemnly
castles.)
After a break for lunch the second
component of the seminar was conducted
by Wilde. His exposition of the secrets
of "creative abundance" was an extraordinary blend of Dale Carnegie's entreGraham's
Billy
preneurial fervour,
wiseentertaining
some
and
evangelism,
cracking reminiscent of Morecombe and
Wise.
Wilde's essential message was: get
other people to build up confidence in
you, and then "bill them". If they like

you they'll pay you. This simple message was wrapped up in a lot of dubious
- often incomprehensib le - guff about
physical planes, abundant forces, infinite sources of energy, vibrancy,
high intention, resonance,
destiny,
clarity, total potential, crescendos of
understanding, spiritual growth, and
bumping against the roughness of other
exasperating
was
It
dimensions.
rubbish.
Wilde in effect presented a short
course of motivational therapy wrapped
up in a confusion of Taoist philosophy
science. Some of the
and spurious
claims which he made are at least testable. Two items which he vigorously
promoted were "subliminal" tapes, selling for $20 to $25, and a so-called
"theta metronome".
Subliminal tapes purport to contain
messages or affirmations embedded in a
musical background. Similar tapes have
been examined by the National Acoustic
Laboratory (NAL) in several ways, using
spectral analysis, filtering and autocorrelation. NAL was unable to find any
evidence of messages buried in the
"noise".
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Not only is there no evidence that
the subliminal tapes which have been
examined contain any auditory message,
there is also no evidence that subliminal auditory stimulation can affect
behaviour in the manner claimed. For a
critical evaluation of the claims, see
"Subliminal Perception: A discussion
with Special Relevance to the Use of
Subliminal Audio Tapes", by Robert A.
Cummins, the
Bulletin, of the Australian Psychological Society,
November,
1985, pp 28-35.
The placebo effect guarantees that a
number of people will read the claims,
listen to the tapes, and swear by their
efficacy. It would of course be a
straightforward matter to set up a
simple double-blind test to evaluate
their effect.
(I wonder if "Mystic
Traders", the company marketing the
tapes, would agree to such an evaluation?)
The "theta metronome" is another
cassette tape which provides gentle
repetitive tones recorded at 4-6 cycles
per second
(theta rhythm) or 7-13
cycles per second (alpha rhythm). The

rhythms are said to improve mental
abilities, memory, healing, inspirational
creativity,
relaxation
and
"accelerated rest". For an evaluation
of
these
claims,
see
the Barry
Beyerstein's paper "The Myth of Alpha
Consciousness" in The Skeptical
Enquirer, Vol 10, Nol (Fall 1985).
There were many more cassette tapes
prepared by Wilde and Linn to help one
to develop techniques for making money,
nurturing health, increasing
power,
altering states of consciousness, and
to help one to become more sensuous and
radiant.
Creative abundance, which has been
on sale in North America for several
years, is seeking to establish an Australian market. It looks set for good
business.

Researchers Wanted.

NOT ONE OF OURS

There are so many items of paranormal interest in the press, radio, etc
that it is impossible for the various
state committees to follow them all up.
We are therefore in urgent need of
volunteers
to
take
on
projects,
research them, follow them up, contact
the media and write a summary for "The
Skeptic".
By challenging claims we can make
more of an impact in the media and on
the general public.
We await an avalanche of offers to
help.
Contact the Australian Skeptics, GPO
Box 1555P, Melbourne, Vic. 3001, and we
will pass your names on to the appropriate state committee.

In the last issue of "The Skeptic"
we reported on a story from an American
tabloid of a gorilla making Ginette
Jourdan pregnant in the African nation
of Cameroon. Ginette was described as a
doctoral student in anthropology at the
University of Paris.
We wrote
to
the Department of
Anthropology, Ethnology and Religious
Studies at the University of Paris for
confirmation and received a reply from
Monsieur R. Vaulin who stated he hadn't
heard of the problem.
He stated he had passed the letter
on to the Department of Biological
Anthropology at the universityo
Perhaps it was one of their postgraduate students
who
got herself
"potted" by a gorilla.

Return Address:
National Secretariat,
GPO Box 1555P,
Melbourne, Vic. 3001,
Australia.
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William Grey has taught philosophy at
the Australian National University and
Temple University,
Philadelphia. He
works in the Department of Science in
Canberra and is
Secretary of
the
Canberra Branch of Australian Skeptics.

Typing - Graeme Watt
Type-setting - James Gerrand
Editor - Anne Tuohy
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Predictions Revisited.
Lindy Chamberlain will be moved to a
NSW prison from Darwin. Bob Hawke would
be the target of an assassination attempt before March 1986.
These
were the predictions from
English-born clairvoyant, Zandra-Marie,
in Australia last year.
A slender blond woman in her midthirties, this bul::bly psychic travels
throughout the United States, England,
Australia and New Zealand lecturing and
giving personal consultations using her
"psychic powers". According to ZandraMarie, she has displayed psychic power
since she was 10 years old when she
sketched the location of victims in the
"moors murders" in England. And, at
times
when
people annoyed her at
school, she wished they would fall down
stairs - and it all came true.
Previously, when the
clairvoyant
arrived in Australia, the media embraced her enthusiastically and there were
numerous reports of past triumphs and
her latest "predictions". According to
many newspapers, Zandra-Marie is noted
throughout the world for her famous
criminal cases such as the "Yorkshire
Ripper" case in Britain and the "Atlantic Murders" in the us. Even Azaria
Chamberlain has "spoken" to ZandraMarie.who claims to have helped police
investigate the Chamberlain case. This
"brilliant" clairvoyant is reported to
have predicted the outbreak of the
Falklands War, the assassination attempt on President Reagan and the death
of Natalie Wood - to name but a few.
In the past journalists were impressed with Zandra- Marie.
Recently journalist John Brown from "The Mercury" in
Maitland (NSW), took her to task.
Brown played a game he called "predictions revisited" and investigated
the predictions that Zandra-Marie had
made on an earlier visit to Maitland in
1983. Almost all were wrong and Brown
gave her a mark of 25 out of 100 - for
sheer effort.
A New Zealand radio journalist, John
Haynes, also conducted an investigation. In an interview on New Zealand
radio Zandra-Marie
mentioned her working with the Brisbane homicide squad.
But the Queensland Police say that
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b~ Janet de Silva

Zandra-Marie
Zandra-Marie is unknown to members of
the squad and cannot be connected with
any of their investigations.
Another newspaper clipping in the
Zandra-Marie press kit claimed she solved the murder of Mrs Shirley Rendell
of Yatton, England. According to these
reports,
Zandra-Marie
"saw"
Mrs
Rendell's murderer arrive by train and
obtain entry into her house by saying
"I know your husband, could I come in
and wait for him". Mrs Re11dell was then
murdered and the killer returned to his
two-storey home by train. He was between 5ft 8in and 5ft 9in, aged between
34 and 36 with fair hair., said ZandraMarie o
The Bristol Police, who have since
solved the case, said Mrs Rendell was
murdered by a man who drove a stolen
car to her house. Mrs Rendell allowed
him to enter her house because he carried a parcel requiring her signature.
When she turned to get a pen, she was
murdered and her killer returned t0 his
three-storey house by car. He was six
foot, 29 years old,and was dark haired.
Indeed, it doesn't require extensive
resea.rch to prove that Zandra-Marie has
bungled nearly every prediction she has
made.
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AUSTRALI.AN SKEPTICS NEWS.
Logo Winner.

THANK YOU. MANY THANKS!

The National Committee is happy to
our Logo
of
winrier
announce the
Competition.
We were delighted with the number
and variety of designs sul:mitted and
found it difficult to make the final
choice.
The winner is Stephan Niekrash of
several
submitted
He
Chadstone.
designs, the one below being our final
choice. You'll be seeing a lot more of

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who have sent
us newspaper clippings, magazine articles, pamphlets and general observatto the
related
subjects
ions of
Many of these
Australian Skeptics.
"snippets" have proved to be extremelyvaluable in our research and writing.
Our "psychic antennae'' aren I t capable of picking up relevant information
from across Australia, so we depend
u~on your inpu~ and continue to encourage it. If you run across news items or
articles germane to us, pleqse send
them our way! Even if they are not relevant to our current research projects,
they m.ay well bear fruit in the near or
distant future. Indeed, some of our
"dated" information has proved to be of
great worth in recent months.
So for those who hav~ consistently
sent information our way, we say "Thank
you." And for those who need a boost,
we urge you to keep us posted whenever
and however you can, and please accept
our thanks in advance .
REMEMBER; WHEN IN DOUBT, CLIP IT
OUT.
The Australian Skeptics.

it.

Many
entered.

thanks

again

to

all

who

WOMEN AND THE PARANORMAL
There has been some concern that the
committee for Women and the Paranormal
the
of
a "feminist" offshoot
is
Skeptics.
This is in no way intended.
The idea behind the committee is to
research whether women are more susceptible to paranormal predators, and if
so, the reasons why, and what steps can
be taken to counteract the situation.
ANYONE who wishes to contribute as a
member of the committee, or with ideas
and information will be most welcome.
Anne Tuohy, Editor

GOING TO THE USA IN APRIL
We would like to hear from any
Australian going to the USA in 1986 and
who may be able to attend the CSICOP
conference.

the SKEPTIC

MOVING?

PLEASE INFORM US as soon as possible
of your change of address. Send us
details of your new address but also
state your old address as well please
so that\'.€ can correct and update our
mailing list.
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Skeptics Balance Sheet.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT PERIOD 1/1/85 - 31/12/85

Creation "Science" Seminar
Sundries

1984
1985
$3,384.00 $1,581.00 (1984)
1,739.00
800. 00 (1985)
3,763.33 2,950.55
599.70
630.00
572.46 3,431.50 Proj.Hook
1,036.00 DinSteiner
1,344.00
976.00 DinRandi
286.67
294.83

Bank Balance at 31/12/84

11,689.16 11,699.88
1,058.58 1,713.81 31/12/83

INCOME
Subscriptions to "The Skeptic" 1985
Subscriptions to "The Skeptic" prepaid '86
Sales (Books, periodicals, back issues)
Donations
Profit from Sydney Convention

$12,747.74 13,413.69
EXPENDITURE
Purchases (Stationery, office material)
Postage
Printing "the SKEPTIC", etc., and word processing
Purchase of Books, periodicals for sale
Library and video
Photostat.
Creation "Science" Seminar inc. Dinner

Sundries (inc. phone calls STD, ISD)
Distribution to the State Branches

627.57
2,198.18
5,370.21
388.00
216.14
391.96
745.00

842.10
572.44

362.93
1,079.41
1,740.93
2,299.56
67.00
Cine.in sundries)
3,431.50 Proj.Hook
1,108.80 DinSteiner
871.00 DinRandi
1,229.98
164.00 -

11,351.60 12,355.11
1,396.14 1,056.58 (1984)

Bank Balance at 31/12/85

$12,747.74 13,413.69
ASSETS
Cash in Bank at 31/12/85
Transfers for books ordered
US and Canadian account

Stock for sale (cost price)
Books
"The Skeptical Enquirer"
Index to "The Skeptical Enquirer"
Back issues of "The Skeptic" '81 to

Library and video
Stapling machine (depr. value)

1 85

1985
$1,396.14
Nil
287.21

1984
1,058.58
454.00
Nil

1,683.35

1,512.58

137 .oo

205.00
3.00
640.00

218.00
543.00
12.00
557.60

985.00
548.16
23.16

1,330.50
332.00
25.04

$3,239.67

3,200.12

========
LIABILITIES
Subscriptions prepaid for 1986
Book orders prepaid
Provision for postage

JOE RUBINSTEIN, Treasurer.
the SKEPTIC

1,739.00
67 .98
100.00

800.00 (1985)
346.49
80.00

$1,906.98

1,226.49

========

========
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Skeptics Book Swamps Media.
The Australian Skeptics media coverage reached an all-time hiqh at the
start of this year with a news item
generated by the Australian Skeptics
appearing somewhere in the Australian
media every day for over a month.
Just after Christmas v,ie sent out a
Press Release
announcing our $1000
prize offer for the most skertical article to appear in the Australian media
duri11g 1986. The release also contained
our prediction kit for 1986 and this
was run by the Melbourne "Sunday Press"
and the "Canberra Times".
On 3rd January we released our book,
"Creationism - An Australian Perspective" in Brisbane and Sydney. This was
covered nationally on the SBS network
and throughout Queensland on cowmercial
stations. The Melbourne "Age" gave the
story front page coverage and we had
numerous
interviews on talk
radio
shows. Normally a story runs for a
couple of days but the debate over the
book has had continuous coverage for
eight weeks and we know of more book
reviews to come.
The book swamped our second story that of composers' post-mortal works
being played in the Festival of Sydney,
but coverage of that story appeared in
two Melbourne papers and on radio.
What amazing coverage in the mass
media! A full page in Sydney's "Daily
Telegraph", lengthy articles in "The
Australian", "Canberra Times", the Melou:rne "Age", "Sun", Brisbane's "Daily
Sun",
Tasmania's
"Mercury",
the
Adelaide "News".
The specialist press also picked up
the story with a full page in "Omega'',
and a full page
in the "Queensland
Teachers' Journal".
The religious media also gave extensive coverage but no-one more than "New
Life", Australia's leading evangelical
paper 1 who devoted a full page editorial
on attacking us and gave several pages
over a number of issues to the creationist viewpoints.
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The book should have been enough to
keep us busy but we also joined a full
page
examining "Astrological
Birth
Control" in the "Sunday Press" and a
spot on "Good Morning Australia" on the
claims of a faith healer to heal AIDS
by laying on of hands.
The month of continuous coverage
concluded
with an
article in the
"Sydney Morning Herald" continuing our
,:omments on the Orange UFO sightings.
At this rate we will have to set up
our own Press Agency!
Although we cannot operate a press
agency we have organised our information and archives in such a way as to
make them accessible to the media, serious researchers and/or skeptics alike.
Jenny Smith has just completed sorting out and cataloguing our newspaper
and magazine clipping collection.
Lynne and Damien Kelly have just
finished a comprehensive index to "the
Skeptic".
Dr Tony Wheeler has just compiled a
major bibliography of Australian published material on the paranormal.
We shall shortly be publishing them
in a resources booklet that will be
available for sale. Each compilation
will also be separately for sale.
In addition, the Australian Skeptics
will further encourage skeptics
to
research and write up articles for "the
Skeptic" or to try their hand at having
them published in the print media. We
know of at least 20 Skeptics who are
into free-lance journalism and we would
like to interest more.
Remember a good well-written article
can be just as exciting as anything
served up by the Kevin Arnett's, John
Pinkney's or the Gary Wiseman's of
Australia.
There is no doubt that skeptics are
winning the media battle in Australia.
Reason, science and logic are on our
side and if we keep up our efforts we
can all live in a saner Australia.
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PARANORMAL AUSTRALIA.
PSYCHIC MISDIRECTS POLICE HUNT
In Launceston a psychic told the
police that a missing person was only
2km from her car and told police that
the car was at Sassafras.
The police sent a plane to Sassafras
but the missing car was later found
90km from where the psychic had fruitlessly directed police.
- "Examiner" (Launceston) 10,11/10/85

AUSTRALIA: A "CAPRICORN" COUNTRY

HOLIDAY PREDICTED

Astrologer Mrs Gwen Stoney has calculated Australia's "birth" to 1. 3_5pm
on January 1st, 1901. At this time,
Lord Hopetoun was sworn in as GovernorGeneral.
After another four to five years
research,
Mrs Stoney will announce
Australia's future.
- "Eastern Herald" 23/1/86

Mr D Dixon of Glen Waverley announced he had thrown away his 12-year old
"lucky" Tatts number in June and now
banks what he used to spend on Tattslotto. He predicted that in 12 months
he would have enough for a good holiday.
- "Herald" (Melbourne) 31/10/85

TOM WARDS
FUTURE

"SEES"

TASMANIA'S

Tom Wards' 1986 predictions for Tasmania started with the Labor Party
returning to power and Mr Reith becoming Premier, and bad bushfires in late
January and early February 1986.
- "Australian Post" 9/1/86

PIONEER QUERIES VIRGIN MARY
VISION
Seventy-nine year old Fred Taylor of
Bullsbrook (WA) has queried the claim
of the SACRI Association of Catholics
that they had trouble drilling for
fresh water at Bullsbrook until an
elderly woman had a vision of the
Virgin Mary.
Fred Taylor said a spring 400 yards
away was found in 1885 by his grandparents.
- "West Australian" 30/11/85

the SKEPTIC

State Committees to meet.
As part of the convention members of
the state branch committees
meet with
the National Committee.
Each state committee sends delegates
with voting rights based on the number
of skeptics in the state.
The meeting is the supreme policymaking body of the Australian Skeptics
and will determine policy and priorities for the next year.
The meeting will also elect the
National Secretariat for the next year.
Any skeptic can send in agenda items
for consideration and can nominate for
the National Secretariat. Agenda items
and nominations should be sent to GPO
Box 1555P, Melbourne, 3001 by March
14th 1986.
I will not be standing for National
President this year and it is possible
the National Secretariat may be transferred to another state.
Mark Plummer
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LETTERS
VWit Ecilto tr.,
Id.i.o-mo:totr. not knol.U'l?
In an otheJl.W<,-0e ,impe.eeable aeeou.n:t
06 MM Hunt' -0 :teehn,i.que 6otr. ,i,,den.tl6y..&i.g
6,leld6 "
photo
"eleettr.oma.g ne.tle
(Skep.tle, Sep:t.'85, p7), Matr.k P.lwrrnetr.
quo:tu Jame-0 Randi M having ,i,,den.tl6ied
the -0ou.tr.ee 06 doW-0eM, b~6 in :thw
powe.tr. M "the ~o-mo:totr. tr.UpoMe".
Fotr.tu.nately he gou on to explMn :thl-0
phenomenon M :the tr.e-0u.U 06 mMeu.latr.
u.nbalanee olt -0tlte-0-0.
Skep~ -0hou.ld avoid phll.Mu We
"~o-mo:totr. tr.upoMe". Ptr.uu.mably il
meaM a movement who-0e eau.-0e ~ not
a movement 06 unknown
knol.U'l (-l. e.
-00-ealled
:to
analogou.-0
O/t,<.g,Ut,
tdueh atr.e not
".i..cUopath-le il.1..nu-0b.i"
eaMed by any known fueMe).
The phll.Me hM the appeatr.anee 06
playing an explanatotr.y tr.ole, and il ~
objeet-lonable beeauiie :t~ appeatr.anee
,v., -0pu.tr.-lou.-0. In tr.ealily il petr.6oJtm-O no
-0ueh 6une.tlon. It~ exaetly analogou.-0
:to :the phll.Me 06 the eelebtr.ated Molietr.e
ehatr.aetetr. who "exp~ed" :the -0opotr.-l6-le
e66ee:t 06 op-lu.m M the tr.uu.U 06 -la
"dotr.m-l.tlve powetr.". It ~ ju.-0:t :the -00/tt
06 exptr.u-0-lon IAiu.eh -0kep.tle-0, 06 all
people, -0hou.ld be anx-lou.-0 :to uehew.
Vtr. W-lU-lam Gtiey
Veatr. Editotr.,
Negative on Negative Ion Genetr.atoM
I have tr.eeently beeome a membetr. 06
you.It otr.gan,v.,a.tlon. I have 6ound that
philo-00ph-lu exptr.e-0-0ed by you.tr.
the
gJtoup atr.e vilally ,impolttant in helping
.t tem the tide o 6 "altetr.na.tlve" medieal
~-ln 601tma.tlo n.
I am thetr.e6otr.e -lnttr.-lgued :to note
that Mtr. V-lek Smilh ~ one 06 ou.tr.
patJto M • I adm-ltr.e the man gtr.eail.y, but
I 6eel I -0hou.ld point out :that 6otr. Mme
yeatr.-0 now, V-lek Smilh -0:totr.u have been
-0elling ne~a.tlve -lon genetr.atoM.
have
ec.:tJueal appllineu
Thue
tr.eeently been :tu:ted at :the Au.-0ttr.alian
National Un-lveMily whetr.e il t.00.-6 -0hol.U'l
equally ,imptr.oved otr.
pa.tlenu we.Jte
otheJl.W.<,-0e tdiethetr. otr. not the in:teJtnal
utr.eu.iltr.y «.t:t6 6une.tlo n-lng.
I tr.eal,v., e :thetr.e ~ a latr.ge matr.ket
6otr. :th,v., equ.-lpment ju.-0:t M :thetr.e ~ a
matr.ket 6otr. do-a-you.Melo hotr.Meope,-0.
the SKEPTIC

What have you :to -0ay V-lek?
Vtr. Geotr.ge Qu..,i,t,tnetr.
Mark Plummer comments:

I ~ed :the ,v.,-0ue 06 the -0ale 06
-lon genetr.atoM W-U.h Viek Smilh in 1984.
V-lek Wtr.o:te an -lnte1tnal memo :to :the
tr.elevant -0ta66 membetr. on 17:th Augu.-0:t,
19 84 M king h,im :to eheek tdiethetr. any
btr.eaeh 06 :the law t.00.-6 involved -ln :the
-0ale 06 the genetr.atoM.
The tr.eply wa.6 :that :thetr.e wetr.e no
6al-Oe et~ made -ln :the advetr..tl-Oemenu
fotr. :the genetr.atoM. V-lek Smilh -0a-ld
:that they Welte -0:toeked beeau.-0e o 0 :the
popu.latr. demand 6otr. :them.
Viek Smilh -0old h,v., null -lntetr.u:t -ln
Viek Smilh Eleettr.on-le-0 -0hotr.il.y a6:tetr..

"Negative Ion Generators" by
Note.
Manuel Zammit ("the SKEPTIC'' Vol 2/4
skeptically on this
pp3,4) reports
subject. Editor.

Veatr. Edilotr.,
Some Skep.tle-0 ptr.ejudge the patr.anotr.mal
. I am -0omewhat petr.tu.tr.bed by the attitude adopted by -0ome 06 ou.tr. membetr.-0.
The "Maequ.a.Jue V-le.tlonatr.y" de6,lne-0 a
modeJtn -0eep.tle M "1. one who quutioM
:the val.i..cU:ty otr. au.tho!Uty 06 -0omethlng
pw1..potr.:t-lng :to be knowledge, 2. one tdio
m,v.,ttr.Mu and tdio mM~M a doub:t-lng
pu-0.un,v.,tie attitude :tourv1..d6 people,
plan-0, ,i,,deM, ete, 3. one who doubu
:the ttr.u.th o6 the C~.tlan tr.elig..(..o n otr.
06 ,impolttan:t elemenu o 0 il." (EmphM~
m-lne) Note - one tdio quu.tion-0, ~:tll.MU, otr. doubu - no:t one vii.a den-le-0.
Y'et -0ome 06 ou.tr. membeM :ttr.eat all
-'1..epoltU o 6 paJta.no,'Unal phenomena no:t
only M -lo they ju.-0:t d,i,,dn, :t happen, but
M i6 :they eou.ldn ':t happen - a. po-0il-lon
-0omewhat tr.e~eent 06 .the detr.-le who
1te6u.-0ed :to look :thtr.ough Galileo' -0 :tele-0eope ! I:t ~ an attitude onee duetr.-lbed
bij P1ta6u-001t A J Ayetr. ..&i. the 6oUowi.ng
:tetr.m-0: "It ,v., by w,v.,:t-lng on an ,impo-0-0-lble -0tandatr.d 06 petr.6ee.tlon :tha..t the
-0eeptie maku h,i,rrv.,el6 -0eeu.tr.e."
continued
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TY!A.,,6, 06 c.au.Me., ,v., :the. Wltong a.:t:U:tude.. Wlui.e. no paJta.noJUna.l phenomenon, lt6
oaJt lt6 I know, hlt6 be.en pnave.d :to OC.C.M
beyond all ne.Mana.ble. doubt, an :the.
a.then hand, many 06 .them have. na:t
furuze.d beyond all doubt,
be.en
they a1te., .the. :tltu.e. 1.i c.e.pwhen I U
tic. mM:t ke.e.p an open mind, and be.
,i,nvutiga.te. all
a.lw1y1.i pne.paJte.d :ta
ne.paw ,i,mpcvr,ti..a11.y - an a.pp1toa.c.h ne.c.Nobel Pn,i,ze. wi.nnen Vn
omme.nde.d by
Ale.x,v., Ca1tne.l lt6 6a1t ba.c.k lt6 193 5 ,{,n,
h,v., bao/z "Man :the. Unknown".
(Fa~ example., I brue.ve. :thene. ,v.,
e.naugh e.v,i,de.nc.e. 6an :te.le.pa.thy, I.Jame.
06 6adh he.aUng and ge.nu,i,ne.
C.lt6e.l.J
6,i,ne.-iu:tlmg, and enough well-a.t.te.1.i:te.d
ne.pa¼ 06 1.ipan.ta.n:e.aM human c.ombM.t-fon
ta WaJtnan.t muc.h 6~he.n ,i,nvutigatian
,i,n.ta :thw vaUdily.)
A h,i,ghly quaU6,i,e.d pM£e.1.i1.i,i,onal ge.alog,v.,:t a 6 my a.c.qua,i,n.tanc.e., tdio hM lt6
c.la1.ie. :ta a. :tJc.u,ty 1.iue.nti6,i,c. au;tl.ook a1.i
one. c.an ge..t, and a. he.al.thy 1.ic.e.ptiwm
a.bout un1.iub1.i.tantia.te.d ne.paw 06 any
Und, an loamg .though a couple. 06 :the.
e.Ml,i,en 1985 ,V.,,6Ue.l.J 06 "The. Ske.ptic.",
ne.ma1tke.d :ta .the. e.6 6e.c..t :that "1.iame. oi
:the.1.ie. people. a1te. a1.i b,i_a,6e.d and a1.i n,i,g,i,d
,i,n .the.,i,n v,i,e.w1.i M :the. pe.a ple. .the. y' ne.
a:t:tac.mg I "
An example. a 6 ;th,v., ,v., :the. le.:t:ten onam
Kuth Re.x ,i,n :the. Nove.mben 1985 ,v.,1.iue..

Skeptical of Einstein.
Everything that orbits round something else - and that includes most of
the universe - does so by virtue of the
force of gravity which operates towards
the centre of the orbit. And exactly
towards the centre of the orbit - the
sun in our case on earth.
But if gravity travels as slowly as
the speed of light (which we always
thought to be as fast as you could wish
for) it takes about 8 minutes to reach
earth from the sun. Thus a "ray" of
gravity will arrive on earth from a
wrong direction for being
slightly
directd towards the centre of earth's
orbit - the sun.
Work it out for yourself.
It is only a slight discrepancy, 8
minutes in a year of travel round the
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Wlui.e. i l ma.y be. :tltu.e., M Ogden and
R,i,c.hall.d-6 have. pa,i,n.te.d out ,i,n "The.
Me.a.n,i,ng o 6 Me.a.n,i,ng" (1 O:th e.d. 1952 ) ,
:that 1.iuc.h plui.01.ioph,i,c.a.l and nrug,i,oM
Wltil,i,ng ,i,,6 "pune.ly venba.l c.o n1.i:tltu.c.:t,i,a n1.i ", ,i,. e.., :the. WJnd-6 UJ.Je.d have. no
ne. f. ene.n:tl.J ,i,n :the. ne.a.l t«J nld, and .that
":the. ma de.nn lo g,i,e,,i,an. ma.y, ,i,n :t,i,me. :to
c.ame., be. ne.ga1tde.d M :the. :tltu.e. my1.itic.,
whe.n :the. national ba/2,v., o 6 :the. t«Jnld ,i,n
wh,i,c.h he. brue.vu ,v., 1.iue.nti6,i,c.ally
e.xa.m,i,n e.d (p. 4 0 ) , i l ,v., e.q ua.lly :tltu.e.
.that many mode.nn ph,i,lo1.iophe.M have. a.
and
goad gnoundmg ,i,n ma..the.ma.tic.l.J
1.iue.nc.e., and Me. .th,v., lt6 :the. 1.i:tall.ting
po,i,n:t 6an .the.,i,n ne.Manmg. An ou:tl.J:ta.n:d,i,ng example. ,v., .the. late. B ~ d
RMI.Jell.

Ao.ten all, 1.iue.n:t,v.,:tl.J do na:t ye.:t
know e.veny:th,i,ng a.bout :the. natune. o 6 .the.
un-i.ve.Me. (and ma.y ne.ven do I.JO), and .,i;t
,v., 1.iune.ly le.gd,i,mate. :ta 1.ipe.c.ula.te. log,i,c.a.lly an :the. blt6,v., 06 tdiat we. ( :think
we.) do know 1.io 6a1t.
Sue.nee. a.lane. ,v., na:t :the. an1.iwe.n :to
:the. VJOnld' 1.i pna ble.m1.i. Sc.,i,e.n:t,v.,u a1te.
no:t 1.iupe.nme.n, nan aJte. :they pe.n6e.c.:t ou:tl.J,i,de. :thw at,Ui 6ie.ld :they a1te. 06:te.n
quile. na,i,ve. and ~anal, M anyone.
will at.tut tdia hlt6 :tn,i,e.d :ta 6ollow :the.
ne.Mon,i,ng ,i,n .the. 6,i,6:th and 6ma.l chap.ten a 6 S,i,n Jame.1.i Je.a.n1.i' "The. My1.i:te.n,i,oM
Un,i,ve.Me." !Prue.an: Book-6, 1938).
Alan TarA.16 e.y

by Jim Woolnough
sun. However, if it had been so working
the .millions of years of the
for
earth's life, it would have caused
earth to fly off into space or to fall
into the sun long ago.
So it seems to me, and I'm no mathematician, that the sun's gravity must
act instantaneously as Newton said and,
I believe, Einstein denied.
It is no use describing gravity in
term's of curved space or supergravity.
It must travel instantly from the sun
to earth. That is, it must travel at
infinite speed.
Scientists don't like to talk about
infinite speed. It seems to disturb
them. The consequences would be too
drastic. Going to the end of the universe in just no time at all.
continued
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So they say that it is a field that
is always there, just ready to act on
anything that gets in the way. However,
if the cause of the gravity is moving
and the object that it acts on is moving, then its fields must be moving,
and moving at some sort of speed. So
this is no escape.
It seems to me that Einstein could
be wrong on this score, though right on
many more matters.
Prof
Herman Bondi, who was in
Auckland last
year, gave the same
answer for the speed of gravity as the
speed of light at a public meeting in
answer to my question.
Another New Zealander, a humanist
from Dunedin, David Emslie, agrees with
me on this and has in fact written a
book on an alternative to Einstein's
relativity, entitled, "A New Cosmological Theory of Gravitation"
(Box 838
Dunedin).
Can anybody put me right or refer me
to any discussion of the matter, without reference to curved space or supergravity that I can't understand.
Gravity is an extraordinarily interesting subject. It is so universal and
so unstoppable that no experiments can
be done on it. So its speed of propagation can be postulated without much
fear of denial. However, consideration
of its delay in reaching earth provides
the equivalent of an experiment.
And the same applies to all orbiting
bodies.
If it travelled at the speed of
light, one could consider a "ray" of
gravity travelling together with a ray
of sunlight from sun to earth. However,
more thinking would show how much they
differed. The sunlight starts from a
different place - the surface of the
sun - and gravity starts from more like
the centre of the sun.
When the two reach the earth, the
sun's rays of light and heat are absorbed as energy, but the gravity is effective but not used up and passes
through the earth and continues unaffected. The light and heat deliver energy to the earth and these are used up,
but gravity delivers no energy and yet
pulls the earth towards the sun and
keeps it in orbit. The two are so different that they may also travel at different speeds.
Why don't I ever hear these matters
discussed?
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Posthumous Pieces
Pleasantly Played.
This year's Festival of Sydney included a piano recital of the posthumous ¥.Orks of Brahms, Beethoven, Rachmaninov and Liszt.
These ghostly compositions -were performed by Australian pianist Rhonda
Gillespie, on Friday, 17th January at
the Sydney Town Hall.
British medium Rosemary Brown claims
to receive visits from great composers of the past,who dictate new compositions to her, some even requesting
that their pieces be played by Rhonda
Gillespie.
Rosemary Brown was brought up in a
musical household, studied the piano
and is a competent musician.
It is interesting to note that none
of the composers has transmitted works
for instruments other than the piano.
Psychology Professor Andrew Neher of
Cabrillo College said that the pieces
are pleasant and in the style of the
dead composers, whilst not being dramatically new.
Denis Matthews, a leading English
music critic, described Mrs Brown as
delightfully frank and humble, incapable of deceiving others. He added that
everyone is capable of deceiving themselves.
Are Lis.zt, Brahms and friends applauding in their celestial studios or
spinning in their graves?
Can we look forward to post- mortal
works by Elvis, John Lennon or maybe
Michaelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci?
by Anne Tuohy
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Astrology - The Oldest Con Game.
Part 1 in November issue.
One of the real killers for astrology should have been its utter failure to predict the existence of Uranus,
Neptune and Plutoo After all, the astrologers were very quick to assign influences to them following their discovery. Why was their presence not predicted from study of those influences
in the centuries before their discovery. For centuries astrologers must have
been working with horoscopes that were
hopelessly in error. Such errors should
have been open to analysis if astrology
is the science that its practitioners
would have one believe. As it was, the
outer planets were discovered by mathe- ·
maticians and astronomers who were investigating gravitational influences on
the known planets and who were searching for the bodies they had predicted
to explain the errors in astronomical
planetary tables. This is a classic example of the complete failure of predictive astrology and the success of
predictive astronomy. Astrologers have
since tried their hand at predicting
new planets, Vulcan and Cybele for instance, but so far no trace of them has
been found. This lack of success has
not worried the astrologers. They seem
to be able to hold two conflicting
the early horoscopes drawn
views
without the outer planets, and the
Both horopost-Uranian horoscopes.
scopes are considered to be of equal
value (which of course they are - value
= 0).
So one of the big differences between astronomy and astrology is the
way in which their practitioners look
at the sky. Astrologers see only the
zodiac, fixed, immutable, populated by
12 equal signs and traversed by the
sun, moon and planets exerting their
various influences on a helpless humanity. Contrast this with the universe
revealed by astronomy - a limitless,
evolving cosmos in which humanity is
seen as part of the complete scene of
evolution from hydrogen atoms to life
via the nuclear furnaces of the stars.
Another difference between astronomy and astrology is the way in which
relate to other sciences.
the two
all the physical
unites
Astronomy
sciences. An advance in physics, for
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Part 2.
by Vince Ford

example, leads to a better understanding of astronomical problems and vice
versao Indeed most of the major advances in science have come about as a result of astronomy. Newton and Einstein,
for example, made their most important
discoveries when developing mathematical methods to solve astronomical problems. Astrology, on the other hand,
stands aloof from any science o Not only
can its ideas not be reinforced by reference to other sciences, but it suffers badly when compared to any of
them. The 'fluence', for example, cannot be explained or tested by any of
the laws of physics or mathematics, nor
are its supposed effects compatible
with the results of the life sciences.
The sciences provide an internal check
on each other; the findings in one
(such as geology} being consistent with
findings in the others (like biology).
In the case of astrology however, its
claims run counter to just about everything we know in physics, biology, psychology and astronomy. Although all
scientific theories have a few problems, astrology is so full of anomalies
that it can only continue to operate by
denying all the other sciences and the
accumulated knowledge that has lifted
humanity out of the Dark Ages.
If astrology is a science, as its
adherents claim, then it must be testable in the way other sciences are. In
science, any theory must be tested by
experiment and if the experiment gives
a result that says the theory is incorrect, then the theory has to be scrapped or modified to fit the observed
facts. How does astrology stand up to
this sort of testing? Several large
scale surveys have been done, mainly in
Europe and the U~ to test astrological
beliefs. Snell and co-workers used two
random samples of 1500 entries from biographies of leaders in various fields
to test the hypothesis that leadership
qualities were tied into the zodiacal
signs (Virgo is supposedly a weak leadership sign}. No trends were found significantly above those expected from
random chance. Roger Culver tests his
astronomy classes each year for relationships between physical characteristics and sign. So far no positive corcontinued
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relation has been found. This is not
astrologers cannot
surprising since
agree on just what, for instance, an
Michael
like.
look
should
Aries
Gauquelain tested the claim that the
sign determined the profession. He used
a sample of 15560 successful professionals in ten different professions. No
correlation was found. Gauquelain reported a possible correlation between
successful spo£tsrnen (not basketballers) and the position of Mars. This was
immediate headlines - "Scientist proves
astrology works". However Gauquelain
proved conclusively that none of three
tests workedo The sport/Mars effect
only showed for successful sportsmen as
defined by Gauquelain. When an independent test was done with someone else
effect
the
"successful",
defining
vanishedo
Probably the most telling test was done
by Silverman, a psychologist at MSU. He
used twelve personality descriptions
from an astrology text, one for each
sign, and gave them to two independent
test groups. The first group was not
told what was being tested or where the
descriptions had come from, and was

asked to pick the description that described them best. Less than 30% chose
the description for their sign. The
second group was told what the descriptions were and to which sign each description pertained. 70% chose the description for their own sign as the best
one. This is a classic example of the
"Bandwagon Effect". If people know the
expected answer, that is the answer
they give regardless of its relevance.
After all "SO million Frenchman can't
be wrong.''
There are a few simple tests that
anyone can do to convince themselves of
the fraudulence of astrology. Firstly,
compare the "Stars" columns in four or
five different newspapers. If there is·
any scientific basis to astrological
prediction the columns should be practically identical and contain solid predictions. Instead you will find no general agreement and no prediction, just
of
generalized wishy-washy verbiage
thoroughly general meaning. There may
be a good reason for the lack of solid
prediction. A £ew years ago a friend of
mine was assured by an astrologer that
Friday would be a great day for romant-

"Jh c practirc of astrology took a major step toward achir11i11g
credibility today whe11, as predictrd, el'eryo11e horn 1111da the siw1
of Scorpio was ru11 01•er hy a11 egg lorry . "
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ic interest. On Friday his mistress
gave him the heave and his wife found
out about it. The astrologer was severely battered about the head and shoulders. secondly, keep an accurate record
of the number of times your local astrologer gets predictions right
and
wrong. You will find that they are much
the same as could be expected by random
chance. If you cannot be honest enough
with yourself to avoid the bandwagon
effect, keep tabs on someone else.
Another simple test. Check two people
who have the same birthday. If there is
anything
at all in astrology they
should be very much alike in appearance, behaviour and lifestyle. The ones
I've checked are as mixed a batch of
people
as any batch, regardless of
birthdate.
So if astrology fails every test
thrown at it so far, if it denies the
accumulated knowledge of centuries and
insists on remaining as a leftover from
the Dark Ages, and (worst of all) insists that the universe is very different from what it patently is, how does
it survive? Astrology today is big business and is wrapped in the trappings
of genuine science. All astrologers
have their computer,and use genuine astronomical ephemerides to calculate positions (even if they then do insist on
labelling the "correct" position with
the name of the constellation one to
the west). Above all they have the
media sewn up. No paper or magazine for
the general market
is without its
''Stars" column. People who are confused
about science, do not understand what
science is all about1 and do not know
what it has to offer are easily misled
by the trappings and convinced that
"there must be something in it or the
paper wouldn't print it". Unfortunately
50 billion earthmen can be wrong, and
it does not matter what glittering
technological trappings a philosophy is
wrapped in, if the basis is demonstrably untrue the philosophy is a sham.
To quote astronomer Jay Paschoff
of Hopkins Observatory in the US, "From
an astronomer's point of view, astrology is meaningless, unnecessary and impossible if we accept the broad set of
physical laws we have derived over the
years to explain what happens here on
earth and throughout the rest of the
universe. Astrology snipes at the roots
of all science. Moreover astrology patthe SKEPTIC

ently does not work. If people want to
believe in it as a religion, or to have
a personal astrologer to act as a surrogate psychologist •• ", fine, but they
should not be deluded by the false
scientific gloss that astrologers cloak
their activities in. The only reason
that people may believe they have seen
astrology work is because it is a self-fulfilling means of self-delusion conceived of long ago when we knew far
less about this exciting and vital
universe of ours.
Some astronomers treat astrology
as a harmless joke, but I cannot see it
that way. Astrology is as deadly harmful as any of the multitudinous ways
that exist for people to "cop out" of
making their own decisions and taking
the consequences of those decisions.
That is probably the largest factor in
keeping our poor race in the mess it is
in at present.
One parting thought. The heavens
do have a great effect on humanity. The
sun is the source of all the energy on
which life on our planet depends. The
moon is the cause of the tides which
keep the oceans moving and without
which life many never have evolved. The
planets and stars have been a source of
wonder ever since people first looked
up. The attempts to find out just what
they are have led to the great breakthroughs in the physical sciences that
have lifted humanity above the level of
the beasts. But these heavenly influences are all physical, not the type of
mystical fluences that astrology would
impose.
Vince Ford, a research officer at Mt
Stromlo and Siding Springs Observatory,
Australian National University.

"Well, let's get started - you haven't
got all day"
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Astrological Birth Control.
Would you rely on astrology as a
birth control measure?
Beverley Farrell of Crows Nest (NSW)
does and has an advertisement for her
Astrological Birth Control system in
the current issue of the Australian
Astrological Monthly review.
Just send her $35, your name, address, time, date and place of birth and
she will send you a folder charting
your Astrological Fertility Days for
the next three years!
Ms Farrell told me that she has been
promoting her system for five years and
has used it as a fertility measure for
women who find it hard to conceive. Ms
Farrell calculates the angle of the sun
to the moon at the moment of a client's
birth.
Ms Farrell claims that when this
angle is repeated each lunar month the
person is fertile at that time.
Thus she claims that women have two
fertility cycles. One is the normal
ovulation cycle, the other is an astrological cycle which reaches a peak each
time the sun and moon reach the same
angular relationship as at the moment
of a woman's birth.
Ms Farrell says the astrological
fertility date does not always coincide
with a woman's ovulation date.
She further claims that spontaneous
ovulation occurs when the moon returns
each month to its designated angle to
the sun. Thus a woman biologically capable of conceiving can have two fertile
periods within a menstrual cycle.
-Ms Farrell has written that the
ancient concept of copulating on the
or even at the "right"
"right" day
hour (if the exact time of birth is
is a viable proposition for
known)
women who are genuinely interested in
conceiving.
For those women who do not want to
conceive, adherence to Ms Farrell's
She
system means a lot of abstinence.
says that women who do not wish to conceive have to abstain for two days
before and after the astrological fertility dates and the natural ovulation
dates (should they not coincide).
Ms Farrell men can
According to
have their moments of high and low
sperm potency. Thus, if a couple wish
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by Mark Plummer
to conceive they can benefit by both
knowing their Astrological
partners
Fertility Days.
Ms Farrell based her system on the
theories of a Czechoslovakian psychiatrist, Dr Eugen Jonas. Jonas held that
the astrological cycle is responsible
for 70-85% of all pregnancies, and that
abstinence based on his theory is 98%
effective as a birth control method.
Before you rush your cheque for $35
to Ms Farrell it is worth knowing what
scientific experts have had to say.
Dr Stewart Nicol, the Australian
Skeptics' Tasmanian representative and
l,~cturer in the Department of Physiology at the University of Tasmania, believes there is no relationship between
the date of birth and fertile periods.
He said that he is amazed that Ms
Farrell doesn't even ask for a woman's
current menstrual date.
He said that it would be easy to
test her predictions of fertile periods
by calculating a women's body temperature and other indicators of her menstrual cycle. Dr Nicol also said it would
be easy to set up a test to check Ms
Farrell's claims as to a man's sperm
potency.
the Australian
Dr Tony Wheeler,
Skeptics' Queensland Branch Secretary
and tutor in the Department of Physiology at the University of Queensland
said that women's menstrual cycles and
fertility dates are too irregular for
Ms Farrell's system to work. He believes that it is nonsense.
Scientists have examined the theory
of Ms Farrell's mentor, Dr Jonas.
Perth Skeptic, Dr Geoffrey Dean, has
specialised in collecting information
on astrological research. He has examined Dr Jonas' work and found serious
objections to his theory. He found that
the majority of independent studies
failed to confirm Dr Jonas' theories.
He says Jonas was led to his theory
by the high failure · rate of the rhythm
method of birth control. This method
was widely used in Czechoslovakia, partly because the population was predominantly Catholic and partly because
other methods were not available at
that time. Thus his method was intended
to supplement the rhythm method with
all its shortcomings.
continued
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However, Dr Dean points out that the
latest research in human ovulation by
the
Melbourne in-vitro-fertilization
teams at the Queen Victoria Hospital
and the Royal Women's Hospital is the
best refutation of Jonas' and Farrell's
theory of a second ovulation cycle tied
to the sun/moon angle.
The teams have been able to observe
the functioning of the ovaries directly

Creationism Book.
The first edition of "Creationism An Australian Perspective", edited by
Or Martin Bridgstock and Dr Ken Smith,
has sold out.
The second edition contains an extra
10 pages and is available now.
The
cost is $6 plus $1.50 postage, within
Australia.
to the
be sent
should
Orders
Australian Skeptics, GPO Box 1555P,
Melbourne, Vic. 3001

by ultrasonic imaging techniques. They
have found no evidence of a second ovulation cycle outside the normal cycle.
'!'hey confirm that fertilization occurs
at the time of the most fertile period
in the normal ovulation cycle and not
at any other time.
So the presence of an astrological
fertility time has been conclusively
disproved.

HONOUR FOR PATRON DR PAUL WILD
Australian Skeptics congratulate
our patron Dr Paul Wild on being made a
Companion of the Order of Australia in
the Australia Day Honours list
This tribute by the government to Dr
Wild's contribution to the scientific
development of the community is also a
recognition of
the
importance
of
science to society, an emphasis the
Australian
Skeptics
endeavour
to
promote.
James Gerrand, Secretary.

Second National Convention to be held
in Melbourne in Easter 1986 - Plan
to attend now!
the SKEPTIC
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AIPR Welcomes Debate With Skeptics.
.
On behalf of the Australian Institute of Psychic Research, I congratulate
Skeptics on the success of their first
convention in Sydney. I welcomed the
opportunity to join in debate. Both our
committed to scientific
groups are
methodology, accurate and public education. The AIPR does not necessarily
accept a paranormal explanation for
psychic experiences. Our purpose is to
point to anomalies worthy of study. So
much ridiculous information about this
fascinating subject is being published
that serious research is being inhibited. The recent comment by Paul Kurtz,
CSICOP chairman, that aspects of parapsychology require serious study, is
welcome. The AIPR wants to integrate
into mainstream
parapsychology back
psychology.
Where skeptics can go wrong
Kurtz has also stated that skeptics
should take notice of their critics o
Skeptics correctly point out that psychic researchers are often emotionally
committed to excessive belief, resulting in pseudoscience. We point out that
skeptics are often emotionally committed to excessive disbelief. These skepindulge in
(in effect, cynics)
tics
pseudocriticism. Magicians, rationalists, humanists and philosophers seem
to be the most prone to falling into
this trap. Evidence always counts for
more than rational argument or trickery. Continual debate between our two
societies will help to ensure that
these inevitable extreme tendencies in
both our groups are avoided.
Repeatable tests
flatly
days
Few skeptics these
allege that parapsychology is a pseudoscience. It is true that parapsychology
has a pseudoscientific overlay that
must be stripped away. However, it is
better described as a protoscience. The
lack of strict repeatability of experiments may be caused, at least partly,
by our not yet knowing the correct methodology, or the correct mechanism of
the phenomena. Lack of repeatability
does not mean that phenomena do not
exist. Ball lightning, earthquakes.,and
intuitive thoughts exist -but we cannot yet produce them on demand,using
repeatable experiments. I doubt whether

by Michael Hough

anyone can win $20,000 from the Skeptics for the production of an intuitive
thought on demand in a repeatable test.
The attitude of the experimenter is
important. I hope that few skeptics
will automatically dismiss the argument
that over-critical observers and test
situations inhibit performance including
auditions, human sexual behaviour, proand
intuitive thought,
duction of
(the "tip of the tongue
memory recall
9henomenon") •
Conscious experiences - The missing_ele-::
merit
-Psychology as it is taught today is
missing essential elements of human
experience. Psychology is very much a
fragmented science. There is no unifying paradigm. The dissociated phenomena, mystical experiences, out-of-body
experiences, ESP, micro-PK, apparitions
and faith healing are commonly experienced by the community - yet naturalistic explanations are rarely offered
in university courses. In my opinion,
this has resulted from the difficulty
of measuring the experiences, the subjective nature of the experiences (promoting both credulous belief and excessive disbelief), and by the tendency of
some skeptics to ridicule (so that
people become reluctant to report their
experiences). Skeptics who use ridicule
unfortunately create a climate wherein
serious study becomes impossible.
The AIPR welcomes comment and input
by skeptics. The AIPR will send a free
copy of its Bulletin to any skeptic who
enquires (PO Box 445, Lane Cove, NSW
2066).
Extrasensory perception (ESP)
We say that the evidence for ESP
rests on 50-100 experiments (replicated
in a loose rather than a strict sense)
on unselected subjects. These experialso show that ESP is enhanced
ments
by belief, altered states of consciousness, etc. Skeptics say there is no
evidence - a curious remark . because,
until 1984, no skeptic had troubled to
systematically examine these experiments as a total group. In that year,
(Harvard psychologist)
Charles Akers
chose the 54 best (1957-1982), and
applied strict criteria. 46 failed - a
sobering thought (Advances in , Parapsy-

continued
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chological Research, Vol 4 McFarland
1984). The criteria were strict: many
experiments in mainstream psychology
would probably also have failed.
Most
of us
conducting
psychic
research have had a personal experience
of these phenomena. However, I do not
offer this as proof. I only wish to
show that a personal experience can be
more impressive than a controlled experiment. Most skeptics have not had
such experiences, otherwise they would
not still be skeptics. The experience
itself is not a delusion but it is very
easy for some persons (e.g. good trance
or hypnotic subjects, religious persons,
and commercial psychics)
to
become deluded as to the interpretation.
ESP-type experiences are not confined to parapsychologists. Dr Channon
(University of Sydney) had some when
she hypnotised patients. Puzzled, she
quizzed 201 members of the Australian
Society of Hypnosis, mostly doctors and
psychologists (Aust.J.Clin.Expt.Hypnosis 12:23,1984). 24% reported similar
"extrasensory
communication".
Dr
Bennett (University
of
California)
cites a surgeon who remarked about a
woman under anaesthetic: "My God, they've dragged another beached whale onto
my operating table''. For several days
after the operation, the woman inexplicably suffered tension and physical
ailments. She suddenly recalled the
insult - and the symptoms quickly vanished
(Discover, Feb 1985:
13-18).
These reports suggest that information
~ indeed be picked up outside of conscious awareness. Note that ESP is
defined as "information picked up outside normal sensory channels".
Apparitions
Some ghost sightings, at least, seem
to
be "real" self-created visions,
rather than misperceptions. Psychiatrist Morton Schatzman studied a suggestible girl who could create her own
apparitions at will ("The Story of
Ruth". Penguin 1980). Most were of her
father who had raped her when she was
young.
Harvard
psychologist George
Eastbrooks
used
autosuggestion
to
create an apparition of a pet bear. The
bear beccqne so lifelike it followed him
around and jumped out at him from dark
corners! People even report being terrified when "attacked" by such apparitions.
These
"supernatural assault"
the SKEPTIC

cases have been rationally documentd by
David Hufford ("The Terror That Came in
the Night", University
Pennsylvania
Press, 1982). The
word "nightmare"
originally was defined as this experience. However, this meaning has been
forgotten - "nightmare" is now defined
as a "bad dream".
Faith healing
More than 1400 scientific papers
have been published on the effect of
mind and brain on the immune system
(Locke and
Hornig-Rohan,
"Mind and
Immunity", 1983)
a discipline now
called "psychoneuroimmunology" (PNI).
PNI offers a rational explanation for
both the placebo effect and faith healing. PNI implies that if the patient
believes he will get well, he may well
do so - provided the ailment is not
totally physical, e.g. a virus or broken bone. (Psychic and spiritual healing
are more controversial, because more
than faith is
allegedly involved.)
Faith healing, if professionally regulated, can play its part alongside orthodox medicine.
Micro-psychokinesis (PK)
Many REG (random-event generator)
tests indicate
a
micro-PK effect,
although other REG tests have yielded a
nil result. No skeptic has yet looked
at these tests as a total group.
In
1982,
Robert
Jahn
and colleagues
(Princeton University), whose credentials are unquestioned, obtained a small
but highly significant result, using a
very
large
database
(Proc.IEEE,
70:136).

CHARACTER
ANALYSIS

Patrie Cook In the Fred Dagg Scripts
(1981; Nelson)
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Sir Jim Wallaby's 1986 Prediction Kit.
You have read all the usual New Year
by all the usual tame
Predictions
"psychics" in all the usual newspapers
and magazines. They range from the un"major natural
and likely
defined
disaster" to the defined and unlikely
"US President meets extraterrestrial".
Now is your chance to prove your own
the
psychic predictive power. Read
statements below and, using your best
crystal ball/chicken entrail, tick the
prediction you "know" will come true.
Sir Jim R Wallaby is a widely acclaimed psychic and international knotted string consultant. Private readings
can be arranged through his agent,
Barry J. Williams, NSW Chairman of
Australian Skeptics.
1. Bob Hawke will
(a) call an election;
(b) stop saying "aaahhh in respect
of";
(c) balance the budget;
(d) enter a monastery;
( e)

••••••••••••••

(your prediction)
2. Princess Diana will
(a) give birth to triplets;
of
the cover
(b) appear on
"Woman's Weekly";
(c) fly in the Space Shuttle;
(d) sing at Covent Garden;
( e)

the

•••••• • • ••••••

••••••••• • •• " •

4. Alan Bond will
(a) give up yacht racing;
(b) take over Switzerland;
(c) buy a monastery;
(d) build a winged keel Space Shuttle;
(e)

• • • •••• • • • • •••

5. The ABC will
(a) achieve ratings of 50;
(b) achieve ratings of O;
programmes
its
(c) broadcast
Sanscrit;
(d) run at a loss;
( e)

6. Ronald Reagan will
(a) meet an extraterrestrial;
(b) visit Bulgaria;
(c) balance the budget;
(d) sing at the Met;
( e)

••••••••••••••
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( e)

in

•••• • • • • • • • •• •

8. The Australian cricket team will
(a) be beaten by Fiji;
(b) be beaten by Vanuatu;
(c) be beaten by Bulgaria;
(d) sing at Covent Garden;
( e)

• • • • • • • • • • • •••

9. Mikhail Gorbachev will
(a) meet an extraterrestrial;
(b) win the America's Cup;
(c) defect to Bulgaria;
(d) sing at the Bolshoi;
(e)

•••••

o ••••••••

Education Dept.
Qld
10. The
require schools to teach
(a) astrology;
(b) witchcraft;
(c) flat earth geography;
(d) pyramid power;
( e)

3. The Australian$ will
(a) reach $US1.50;
(b) be renamed the "Royal";
(c) reach $US0.25;
(d) disappear altogether;
( e)

7. Various "psychics" will
(a) lie;
(b) cheat;
(c) defraud;
(d) become very rich;

will

•••• • • ••••••• •

11. An UFO will
(a) land in Canberra;
(b) land in Melbourne on a Sunday (and
it
because
was
again
leave
closed);
(c) land in Bulgaria;
(d) land on the front page of the
"Daily Mirror";
(e)
12. The NSW Railways will
(a) run at a loss;
(b) run at a large loss;
(c) run at an enormous loss;
(d) run on time;
(e)
13. The Melbourne Cup will
(a) be won by the Australian cricket
team;
(b) be won by an UFO;
(c) be run in Bulgaria;
(d) be wrongly predicted by various
psychics;

..............

(e)

14. Halley's Comet will
(a) cause wars, disasters, -destruction
and pillage;
(b) be mispronounced as "Haley" by
radio pundits;
(c) spell "Coca Cola" in the sky;
(d) increase sales of telescopes;
( e)

••• • ••••••••••
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